The Tech

by Jerry Marshall '55

Playing their best basketball of the season the East Campus quintet convincingly defeated powerful Theta Chi and claimed the annual intramural championship. Three days later Theta Chi administered a 70-24 victory to secure the second place finish.

Lucky Ted Zech '57 led the Easties' scoring in a second period surge that decided the game. Up to that point the Theta Chi men had been in control but Ted and Don Atwood '57 started to do a job on the boards. Theta Chi lost the boards they lost the game.

The contest started with Ken Malove '56 renovation two shots to E. C. Richman '57 of Theta Chi in the lead. Fred Kissner '57 and Al Richman '57 scored in an early lead gave the Easties a 15-12

Margin with high-scoring shooting keeping Theta Chi at bay. In the second quarter board control was lost to the fraternity men and they moved to a 22-21 lead. Kissner and Richman established a variety of remarks in this year's business.

The Easties, with Jack Safirstein leading, were the men that made the lead grow. Only once more did the Theta Chi threaten. Al Richman, possibly the best defensive man in the league, stole a couple of passes and chased the gap six markers. On the next play Zechs, all a hand shot, and with a couple of center jump breakaways scored by Safirstein and tap-ins hit by Zechs and Atwood, the final margin was 60-46.

Squash Team Downs Trinity By A Decisive 7-2 Margin

The scores of the Trinity match are currently in the semi-finals of that
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In the scramble for second place Theta Chi proved their superiority to the Easties with a margin of twenty points. Brownlow, Kissner, Richman and Dave Pabonukas '56 all scored in double figures for Theta Chi, while only John Shilling '56 turned the trick for A.T.O.

Top scorer for the game was Zechs with 21. He was followed by Malove with 14 and Safirstein with 12.
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For real enjoyment—real beer.